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Federal E-Verify Compliance
Fiscal Responsibilities
Guidelines for University of Nebraska Foundation Funds
Internal Loan Policy for Construction & Renovation Projects
Job Applicants
Key Personnel Vacation Policy
Meal Reimbursement Policy
 Mileage
Missing Property Policy
Moving Policy
Purchasing Card Policy
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Returned Payment Policy
 Travel - Airline Tickets and Vehicle Rental
Travel - Expense Receipts Policy
UNO Code of Professional Ethics
UNO Red Flag Policy
Volunteer Expenses
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 Board of Regents and AAUP Collective Bargaining Agreement
Reappointment, Promotion, and Tenure Guidelines
UNO Protocols for Requests for Reasonable Accommodations in Field Placements
 Waiver of the Competitive Search Process Form

Food Service
 Alcohol Policy
Alcohol Service Request
Bake Sale Acknowledgment Form
Food Policy
Food Policy Application for Exception
Guidelines for Bake Sales
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 Agency Approval Required
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Expenses Not Allowed on Federally Funded Projects
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Federal Debarment and Suspension Policy
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